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S.P. 87
J. B. Spring, 1847 - Va. - W. Va.

0.50 km south of the town of Fles.
25 km north.
.5 km south - no young thin eastern red.

July 19

in the "Green Bank & Brookfield" side, 1847 (540)
2035 (815) good, dense forest; teak leaves
mature; undergrowth (extend) some short plants
here and there - no which other than
12345 at the "Green Bank & Brookfield"
2035 local seems - higher up here 1435
- 1943 - Don't seem - the date I probably
held up by chance
- 2035 - 1847 (318) there are two small
pines and a small - considerable area
in present and soon to be a McKin-rose Bridge
1452 - Don't seem - no young men on fishing
1452 (318) planted nearby - Don't know a
young man - no large ones small
2515 - April 15 - was this a
2135 in the back yard with a lake
2515 south west - beary short flat hill
2515 - and the - will walk - rain running down
2515 north - no young men - no turn
- 1452 Pontiac up to as an end up - down
- and park; point - used with good
motions - 1947 - April - no Pontiac
now present in McKin-rose Bridge.
2625 (10") do not num - next few
for Upon Return Mt - Onah
on Fall from a blow on
descending aerial column - 5 to 6 what
aerial is old set - aerial can var old
no structure - noted on Don - descending
erly evidence that SE for west not
dependent for - dip slope
Gain 1978 or 1100 up 25' in 3 hrs.

Take first rel. leader f NE from fort Kne SE
of Point Band - ab 25' to 30' north ful
300' to left - gradually in D05 but strick
Do judging of plan
45'-order involved area

.50 NSSE. 680SE. Dunkirk, ch
.58 NSSE. 65 NW
.68 sharp break to L - all Dunkirk
1.00 planted farm house 5.96' of mean pit
N79E. 20N in each

1821

[ NSSE f - for sh - don't look like D05
near parking found at that in a south
- on creek at 24.60' (243) - shil stone?
[ an 345E of main main with [ch - just
went off course be in on plane (5th
west sh) - the photograph, full face.
To send and deliver the food from the garden to the
Barn, both men up to 7 a.m. I was only
involved. Many items were ready for the
- probably to be placed in three hours beyond
my stay. There may be dust. I had - but now -
I am now almost 50. We have a barn
and a stable (for chickens). & DBS, - quality
delivered (too warm to 76°
- hard); I have a high but constant
5 a.m. up half to 76 - 76. I kept the room on.
Every evening I normally made up 76
and not very high. [I also about -
Lemon - material was held in
other houses - room of 76 in
another floor - warm. Do below
DBS to 76? Can later mapping]

July 17 - Sat
25, 26, 27

A.
6:30 - went from garage to pool. From 6:30
I went along a path. Only a path. Walked 0.35
and

26 were 159 pm 11 m 76. I went and in around
258. Percentage DB started with more - attitudes.
After a meal, it becomes home - (burnt)
14.20 each.
7:30 wolf 30 + stop 76. The house read 76
have been no music
all trail - P. 90 & H. 10/30/1928

- Date: 1/30/29 - location: St. Paul 80
- 2nd trail: 1/30/29 - location: St. Paul 80
- 2nd trail: 2/10/29 - location: St. Paul 80
- 2/10/29 - location: St. Paul 80
July 21 - Mon.

Old red N. and Entire Mt.

0.00 hr. joining to Eden South Spr.

0.12 fork - thick down Mt.

0.27 apparently still on Eden-Maryville.

1.36 - main red in South Spr.

Return to fork at 12.00 (half) + the R.

1.05 N5OE, S55E - Clinch Fork fall below stark, ( fewer of back and Clinton) of fork - reg R over each yellow

1.50 N35E, 135E - bear right, alter - Clinton, fork Lauren.

1.60 N15E, 60E - mud, soft, southern pink yellow

1.62 fork - red to home - R - take L.

1.70 N90W, 10E - Clinton so. mud.

1.80 N92E, 30NW - fork - crop, ashump?

1.92 N95W, 10E - mud, hard, gigantic

- Keller?

1.95 - sharp, L + R.

2.20 N15W, 11E - Clinton 7/5 foot, still so.

2.3 + fork - Arrow deep, valley can, knee so, when high, turn & show abrupt dips.

2.43 N9E, 47NW - Clinton so (also corner the across ?)

2.48 - corner fed, all now N10W, S5E

2.58 - N10W, 34E, Clinton - long exp. 10.
2.74. N/S E, 16 in, midface, large stream bed, canyon, etc., in place, being older on surface, not the same as flatiron.

5.10. Dev. 0.50 bl. - dog approach E 18E.

5.81. Dr. N/S E, 34E.

7.56. X Pote, Ch. R 16E.

5.05. Int. S. 14 Rd. 18 of P. 6 cm. below P. Bank.

5.5 X T. Craig Co.

7.23 X Pote, C. L. - Dr. 0.001.

11.08. - panel not, edge of P. Bank.
July 22 - Tues.

With Mr. J.C. Hotaling & Mark Murphy to see section along Anthony Cr. 7 their way. Made沼沢 on pit (en route stopped at "coal mines") in 684 ft. under glaucanthus chert = quartz 2)

Many red & shell rock look slumped to sand & outcrop. bent - flat at pit no. 3 (took some clay) & chert - good on a dip - bent - not sandy or so. no. 2 felt more massive been at Ohlone chert and at characteristic upper "Park City".

Shelf #3 done 30 ft. in sand. on contour to N 60° E 180° - hills. mostly sand - clara good 6 hard out.

Our small clay banks in "Kearns zone" on top and 6 big pit.

Other pit at 3 (1000 ft?) in Ohlone. (no crop) - ever, variable - not good nor 6. 30

- all under in NW side crop - hard from Chico A - are more grey for Chico E.
Area - 2040 - term old corni tedder - 3 12th man 19th
flour - 29 bags - per 5 platters
area to - 2nd thread - 2650 - block of farm. Do the
loosly much dust. Torched - just
some thread - join in concentration.
Another at - men in fantastic
company. 24 very typical - use
it with great care in any
from " blijing ", but we stay from
ever.

Some another fig. - must end case
C - same MU - Mary Cath.
Tom brow in block. Blue Bk. All
ten at look late. Tom. 1620 - 2630

2675 old Waggon with Bull
Exhausted 1.5 - well, how shootful
not. ground. Good still clay. Pretty
barns and motorcycles. Farm - The
need to go down. To one of the
original ground another - 24 -
past next - late. Tom. We aim and
for water - sound larger -
then if possible. To then here.

20 F 10:05 - np. bridge
2nd thread ready .

1820
N7W, 22S - soil what 51 - 50

Clay

#8, N35E, 74SE = 26 - 2320 - 2321

Doyl upstairs - February 5 - held early
July appears some up hold

July 23 - Wed

Hall Property
- 22x5 of both - 900

22x5 - drill - with Exacta plan
- 24x2 - drill - with Exacta plan

N45E, 28SE = Ton - 5L, chapel - 2690 - 2490 - 2690 - 2690

995 - 2690 - 2690 - 2690

-29.5 - 2690 - 2690 - monument - 2690 - 2690 - 2690 - 2690 - 2690
Note:

Asc. local water. Benson of Bureau of Mines, called samples of Meyer mine coal in summer 1941. For analysis, sent to Rock Laboratories.
Near center of main pit on N.E. edge a little
thin muck on reddish material clay which is
intermixed with white or grey, disturbed what
for chart - some of it - hand to look like
good Do - or which shows the lower main
appear to be opened in a small field
in the Onekama - similar in all respects to
a similar field on Chart 40 up The River
Transverse deposit until it appears - may
be just of the same type.

Ann. 1865 (9:25) in red (p. 574) bluer Arms
from west.
- Up trail to forest path - c. p. 313 x crush to
R. 6th at 12:20 (9:40)
P. DA. 160
373 N 45 W 2950 X crush
350 N 35 W
376 N 45 W
420 N 35 W
533 N 65 W
660 N 85 W
712 S 50 W
743 N 70 W
760 N 45 W
940 N 60 W
910 N 70 W
955 S 85 W
920 N 80 W
951 N 60 W
1020 Pit -2160 (10:00)
Only good heavy one seems to be definitively in taken above a moist sandy clay half may itself be secondary. Pit in 20 ft. long
12" under 0 - 10° deep. Upper half of descent in clay. Trail + good on 12 in.
Only good heavy ore seems to be definitely in
falter above as meeting sandy clay that
may itself be secondary. Pit no 30 long
15' 4", +0-10' deep - upper half of
seemed in clearly float + good ore in
bottom of the zone.

A long trench has been excavated up the
hill at 3500. A large pit, averaging
depth of trench 3', is encountered
considerably. Min. is in a persisdent
material + in same planes reached.
Do so in plan - Showing 45 on
such plane at 2210' (90:30) shown
bed NO 200, 24E

-2240 (10.35) - east edge + 3500 pit
-2305 (10:45) - lead high pt - 30 feet
-2405 (11:00) - what as float - porous clay
-2390 (11:05) - uniform clay below Mt.
-2310 (11:10) - hard clay. Do abundant
-2215 (11:15) - lead high pt - toe, Do this no clay
-1945 (11:45) - foot chart float - m. welly mud
-11:00 - I have + close to soil
-1915 NE 30 DE - cross - tunnel of
0.7' 18 1/4 - 0.7' 16.7 - 23 ft. no.
- have started pit
- are 17' below base of trench - ends in red-brown, sandy clay, chart 1/11
- greatest depth from natural ground
  11' of which about 5' shown

Pit ending in sand/clay, chart 1/11

\[ \text{Traverse to } C \]
\[ \begin{array}{c}
0 \\
1.25 \\
3.41 \\
4.71 = \text{end heading } C
\end{array} \]

\[ \text{N}40\text{E} \]
July 26

Even 1835 to Wap. line - 1.05 mi.
Return NE to pt. 15 mi. from Wap. line
Head N up river on Return (W) U.T.
- Amer. 4V red. 19 m. (1.5130)
- 1775' (850) - Rev. red. on red rd.
- 2190 (850) - on junc. on feet, first clear
- 2215 - on small piece of bank - red top block
- 2230 - W new red
- 2230 - 9.10 on heavy Rev. 52 ah. feet
- 2305 - 9.12 d.

At pt. N 22 W of car. There
are clumps of fern. eg. on
southern bank - contain small
clumps of fern. on (th. +
(I) (W) (?). Clinton red.) = fishing
of Bluefield area - this type
material developed out, on 1632-
if so why? [Obs. May 23, 80].

2235 - 9.13 - head, sunshine.
2405 - 9.10 - on top of heavy dug. Clinton feet
- muddy red (2405) - will occasion-
ally have greenish color, but occasional
with blue, with. 3 small gillies,
Cherry overall color.

- 2010 - 10.13 / V35 E., 75 E. - Dark red. ch. color
- 2000 - 10.10 - E. 45 N. - Hard read on 250 color
- 2000 - 10.10 - E. 45 IV. - Read rev. on 250 color
- 2000 - 10.10 - E. 45 IV. - Read rev. on 250 color

Read M.
175° Ew 4.33 pm 180° 2.5pm
18.7 N31°E, 104° NW
200° N 28° NW
26.8 N35° NW—good wind
280° N24°W 26 SW
7:30 Note: 15:20 W last course chart OK

July 28 Mon

Newport to Beavertown RR—Goodwin
 Ferrys 6.5m
 J.C. Dowdy and John W. Jones, Captain Ferrys
 Turn Bridge 2.93
 N. E. Dowdy & R.N 3.18
 Fares Laohant 3.88 - 2025 12:55
 Mason Long, 46° 23° 11/14
 2620 (1145) = old watchmen of Wm. St.
 on each Spence Farm. Men an Indian chief
 for 8 years, now an enemy of recent
 recent appearance (1932) — well known
 with farm = N900°, 508° 24.5
 N65°, 479° 12.5
 Sold my and 4.10
 + large amount of my wall papers
 still on large wainscope. Lumber room.
 NE Dairy (John H. Dowdy)

2605° — W700° — 3.18
(not from June - all our
family lived due to poor crops
filled with clay - good for nur
second dinner only general
rainfall throughout June sample
considerably exhibit wetness - total
weather - fossils viewpoints)

July 27 - Town

Apted for study Bronnland's her cap
of ad as at 5:50 PM stod church
then home evening from the town of
Montello - Spencer Stroopers - E. spencer
considered some of paints - Farnvester 57
before a small new addition next owned
between Clinton & Frohney 7:56 - Caleb
and left town as the sun had set
At the home of the Black Family
in town. President little Road near
we found me heading toward the town
Black Bear (beard) on map - there is no
where two rooms - for off machine
- enlarged & added to butter near
the Black Bear - the map is near
As the Big City to the old - the hill is the
1900 map - placed between Chicago
& O'Fallon.
187

On 1st face - apparent to drop under
Stabilizer. No. 2 - two part of section
completed. Contamet? - Endeavor not
no comment now. beg to inform
in best for some craft. - Last six
specialist two are not satisfied. more
strict. (on that basis - no June 24)

Die in next gate. N55 where at side
label. Identifiable. (from far Chicken) shows
her + Fold of body is not attached contains
a diphenyl formal...

25 - packed apparently still with the bill
12 - check in mind

25 - O.R.I. in constant object of chal
skies 25. In fact bat. here
-3h. N55 + E 78 (fatal + are standard)
(assumed 22 on with E - 51 MC)

Morgan Harris. First filed. June 29
of bill on May 11, 1911. Real.

July 30

- 100.

(5 Edgewaymore pool informal)
roll up to wear forms have condition. action
disciplinary summary. 6.5 D.E. Coast Bank
ammun. or 4d. 2050 (5 US)
2150 (8:15) Do or crew on hill to NE
NSSE 26 SE

2215
2220 (8:25) NSOE of hill-Do or N38E 47:35
= AE X-beded

2 260
2265 (8:40) - NS2E of hill above our Rake Bank Hill
= Tom. N60E 45.5SE - gone under by

2370
2380 (8:15) - NSOE of other hill - man end - Do so
from arch - Look up hill N43W 11 NE
under gey. unit = rect later
elliptical or section + 1/2 in diameter

2390
2400 (9:00) Do - no Jon - N25E 12:55
- down comes from NNE - try out
- Jon N38W 9 NE - barn is - open flood
- on card NW of house
- Jon N75E 22:55 - just by not - call
and E R - good trip - hill same shape

2310 (9:45) fork - on side of moat
2150 = DB5 - just central on NE end of hill
a little above
Amr in at 2100 (up 20 in 2 hrs)
- Emma Rye - Amr Rake up - look west
Pfister Amr. 2370 (8:50) - red X crew
- DBs N75E 54 1/2 - Blech, on Emu
  Run of North church 2170' 11:40
  2180' (11:45) - end, X & L St
  N75E 40SE - DBs in stream - Blech
  Separation found on N50E & Blech
  (240° - 235°) = orientation between here & last)
  120° - 120° - DB folded + 100' - Somarow
  270° - 270° - DBs below
  (Spur) - 42 days under DBs, 2435'
  N75E 150E - Higher, my fold
  with 100' + exp. Don - no chalk
  seen - upper DBs had hard
  Lawson - cf. Holly Brook - cl
  L57 - 72 ann. = 22 KB - 12320
  - 312° - N50E, 70SE - DBs - all way from
  243'
  393° - just below 2nd fold - Don't climb
  395° N65E 55SE
  - 42° - upper end & bell of fold - N50E
  65SE - corral
  - 230° 110° - 3rd fold
  - 200° - blow back from church Rd
  - N75E 44° SE - red wire
  - 32 shf w/ good yellow, in
  thin direction

- ann. w/ N 2420 (up 50' in 2 min)
Emu Run & VE from Rock valley
0.0 - 10 Run
190.05 NS/SE 22 - 1 - ground
buff of dirt outside
sodder

191.22 cross run
191.31 NS/SE - 10 ft. Columnar? Ushor, crown, etc. - shady, dot? 21 -
NW/SE, SSW/NW - have to finish?

= Stone P
190.50 = VA Line
190.60 NS/SE 30 NW - Stone P, B. - good
section on old NW off Car [illegible]
191.72 sec. Rd. to jun. R
191.26 join power rd.

3.20 ft. from R (4 church)
3.58 Church on Farm Bk Rd.

192.05 Thorough D;

July 31 - Thrus.
- Church, 12th St. Hopper. - all in
Clinton Rd. - Church from 1st Pk.
dep. slope 6 - SE of 1st pt. N 30 W
1 Church
Main and Looking NE Point Bank
City /c. by sludge, broken to Sch. May 16th, no
mud in the river at point. They were 4 inches.
Two men from FA. led at Point Bank
1.50 St. Point N65 E 58.4
face and wagon
Grave, E. fine gravel, black, loose with
reddish, white, yellow, pebbles, gravel, cataract, stony
fossils, small pebbles. Being especially common
among these. Their discoveries
N85W, 45.00 feet per ot. sixl-day
Ogden used from east; true along
The fault from cone to large sized
stream; first used for expansion along
a second big area. west - the wall
of fault rocks faulting near

1.60 return to normal soil
1.67 Ed. May 16th N65E 60 15
2.00 have crossed fault, it is at least the
way up north F.R.
2.13 be along N65E one R. N65E, 1SE
major fracture, flat face, normal
crack, high portion
2.13 fault line clear, N65E one R. 2/3 of way
up clear, part of fault along R. No E.
0achen, only a 9/18, most
northern group, same direction, this
N50E, 1050
per acre map OMS 2-90
checked in Tranquilly ph - now 8 & below
bund (2' + only) - still in ch, ou
a little, sandw & beaver -
still very silicious -

19.3

checked in mym - first hit completed
d at 284 - mostly clear, some ch, 3
from "st. athena band 3", 4
intense for washing
May down 5 m #2-loc 100
from - on 2 with hand
worked much harder 7 of 8

Aug 1. Fri.
Returned to Back valley to continue S W band fault
0.0 - junction drift & gavoechn N & N E E Y
S W band
25 Ed.-Map. sh in red grum - cont
yellow N 55 E E S 55 E

19.4 [Turned S S W on are ad at 1.5 - gone burner
t in clear - on Ed.-Map. hung for final
outside, loge, etc. - end 100 Yale (burn
clearing (on are on photo CMS 2 - 90)
N 55 E E S 55 E
0.6 pm - Ed.-Map. hung - galvin -

- hilton R.

0.35 - Stone Run is in red mar

Broom Run
1.95
2.09
NSS, 87° NW - Souris River
2.18 - close to fault
1.80
0.38 - red, fade, fade
1.98 LS, 100° E, R - N60°E, 35 NW, dip van.
1.40
N3085, 36 NW, in red - N-West, blue
2 with parallel, black chart
fork (judging from Ed-May 30th)
been marked in way during chart
handrail

Aug. 2 - red
continues on see red that lean panel
red, fade to white, SE of pt. near 2 under SE of bank
red

0.11 - site of Sugar Grove School - on fault with NS" SE 62 NW, A-Burn River
above, the faults, spring - 150' behind school house
Red

R - 1-2
area S of S. Pine Springs of farm

1/05 - same farm into Ed-May
1/19 - same farm

2823.32
for this one
the 136 1. Stone rear normally under

1. Measure - section then to top

2. 2 2.3

2. 25 hya bigger - less S. Shore Ast. valley

W 72 E 2 25 E - 70' on 70' 550' L.O.

Stones face - well cleaned and removed to

Note - See Murray Map of land. Plan shows (total acreage up to 500) and one

Chalk Transfer from Brand 820 000

with for this project

Aug. 3 - New

Hometown and 0.14 mike - property to

do assessment on upper town

property. Think of having

police property.
Aug 4 - Mon.

High Heat. NW Trade. Slight
Cumulus. Rd. in sky. 7.72 mm from
Mount Stewart. - Aver. 2300. at 6 am

-4°C. NW

2340
2435
(9.25)
WSE
2514
2545
(9.25)
-2545
W
2640
2745
(9.45)
-2845
W
29.8
29.8
(10.10) Closer together in prominent
low. -29.8 -28.5

Cloud drawn below NWSE 60-65

-2.30 NW 45°

3093
30.75
31.68
31.76
(10.25) NWSE 73° - Good wind -

Cloud

(10.35) Middle wind below several
widespread clouds only

(10.35) - Wind a near constant

-22.25 (11.35) near constant

+2.25 gray cloud upper blanket at

-10.00 as middle cloud. Cloudy

11.20 W, 2.20 NE - NW SE 10-20 NE
- Cherokee plan rock, be red and (W) gneiss.
- In directly south and chert (see drill). 
- F orphaned to red and creme + Hudson Bay.
Aug 6 - Wednesday

To Stephenson, major's in about to move
4 1/2 m. N of Wri, 9:35, 11:35
49.1 - W5MSP
53.25 - Mudley Rm, on Stn (145 N, W5MSP)
85.05 - Camp on F and 115 220 (145 N, W5MSP)
Time 2:50 (10 AM)
- cut was N. 24' deep, 1' side, 6' high
- ea.谈论 with Mr. N25E, 105S - same
- hard Mr. 32, was tops of timbers and 15-18'
- from entrance - all over about 15' high
- as in brush, it looked, as still a glister, was
- Mt. Zane, 1' high or 15' high
- most of about some 6 to 7 pm
Tonn. Edlama Coz. - From R. M. Horn
- screened on shipped 6/24/41

10,370 lb. Undergo and Mon. (not bass)

279

10,091
dry

5.0455 tons

15.5 per unit

45.35" ton

$227.87

H. O. Symes, Electra. McAllister & Co
Magazine Fulton

Deport Test

0-20 - pockets of Mn (upto 50 lb.)
much of no essent.

30-32 2" rich ore rejected

(included + 9% as regulat.)

32-34 - like upper flint

2

linen test quite not carried
derog - not hit some one

3 hole @ W. of above (one 25") - on
all turn down

Charles S Rogers shipped 2 car loads

in 1918
Mr. Bach of Lucy

Shelburne Ave E - Oscar O'Connell - have staked trial 25' deep + 50' from - Geese Pond on Stellison Hollow - on Bach A. MV - 7 miles + due NNE.

Middle Run - here former farm. Family - 1/2 mile west of forest - all thin prospect - ability 500' - Min. Fee - stand 59 Min. - 56 Min. - X.2 irrigated - 1 Bkt Co - said to be Stone Run to -

16 under - 45° dipping 3% - on =iscopal - 15° Pitch 25 Min.

199 - 0

Distant quarre 40 - in June each 8' + 15.5 5 a hand and red red. 15' x 2 1/2 x 6' - resident cl. (str.) with some hard on. - NV mark 2600' - 11340 - 400' + 1% hard

300 - 20 3/4' man canals. 7/12 - until water

200 - 4

200' from 201, 5' to 4' deep
- on m. level 2'-3' in clay - 6' above
- 6' high wall (sea. black -
clay) with apparent stems on top

5 - 7.5', alive in brown water, fell ash 8'-10' in.

20E, 45W
- main pit - 3'-2½' in.
- pit filled on E, open on W.
- 2½' on all sides - all on.
- early days + ancient work obtained.
- base - not actually overlapped on old.
- count: 8-10' (4-5', acc. here)
- 25-40' or (1-3, 15)
- 2610' acc. here

N30E, 45W - lateral pit - 300' (5'
- 8-10' and narrow
- count - dip variable - 25-50'
Lv. Muddy Run Fill Sta. - 0.0
n US 220 6.65
turn L (NW)

Lv. Muddy Run Fill Sta. 0.0
n US 220 5.43
turn L - Galletta Run
Le Muddy Run Field Station 10.0
US 220
US 220
US 220

6.65 turn L 1 mile US 220 turn NW
8 1/2 park 5.75 return passed mile 10.78

2600 (2 1/2) - Mansfield 41 Bogentoff
15 + many wade NES 30 5 - Ton Le
+ others
- 17 1/2 feet 25

In water 

50 ft

Battled 52

Saw Mill 20 1/2

Knew 3 miles.

NSSE, SSE to each 1 Rome
less 3 1/2 

pole (east 1/2 mile)

100

4 1/2

24 1/2" 4"

16'

16'

16'

4'

4'

4'

20'

20'

20'

20'

20'

20'

20'

20'
203

Aug. 7 - Weather

10:45 - Mill NE, 6 SE
15 - India were defeated, Round 1. 1st ball

The only one done. Only one that matters.

30 - [Note: unclear or incomplete entry]

45 - [Note: unclear or incomplete entry]

50 - [Note: unclear or incomplete entry]

91 - [Note: unclear or incomplete entry]

110 - [Note: unclear or incomplete entry]

Handwritten entries and notes.
- 12 sections in this area thrown in crop field
12 in front of house = N 15E, 30SE, short row
1 46 foh - field L
1 62 - 166 - mochkin type = N 15E, 30 NW
1 85 - all mochkin to farm = N 15E, 20SE
by cane - this is beyond all of small feed. I bleach chaff & D. another him

Park of cotton ahead
- 50 of house near mochkin farm = S 24 W of cane, near mochkin road & grey - tin & others, on pasture out of line & been R
- contact well 8 11 R below the pt. 50 +

- N 15E 57 + Top of 8 14 River
5 48 E 8.4 km near mile 8 pg = 514 x km

2 15 - St. River on red = N 15E, 20SE, Top
m1 pl 27
3 38 from the river - at pt. 11-12' west (N 15E) sec. 13 - contact with St. River
N 70 W 145

To red, leading SW of Yee Selenium Creek
1 50 turn L - shot on Kees - heavy chaff
R - 4.5 ft

0.68 0.10 50

0.60 1.40

2 x 6 - can on M.R. at 0.5 ft

run dipping hole +C

0.78    NSE, NE - flinted St. River
0.81    NSE, SW - SW
0.86    NS, SE - SE
1.08    NS, SE, SO, SE St. R. not diff. bl ch
1.26    - none = OK

- NS, SE, 40 SOE, Knox + 6 ft, each +2 ft mul

0.19    NS, SE, 30 SOE, Knox in Kite A

App Ops - Shan jet down pit ~ 7 level 60-65 ft below

wont. ground level - shell in on - the
9% below main level

- 4 can 5 end with - 8-10 can the
mott (50 ton can) - 2-6/hr

- 13-16 hrs

Whistled (prodd of Men) 2nd 45
Aug 7 - Fri

R - 78 - Clinton on Bului Mt. - not to Camp Bank

Name Change

Act # 2 - at Ten Gulp

1}

sort

4}

sandwich

7}

chick + sand

no min. (contain 10a to R + 2)

6}

added

1}

hard ferrier

2}

soft ferrier

1}

hard added ferrier

No trio on - pole abandoned
Pit #1 (pit 11.3' below trench):

1' - soil + tolerable no Mn

Top Pt. - - - - - -

7'6" - as t hard with Mn

3' - chert + bright yellow

3' - as t impreg. with Mn, very hard

2'6" - as t hard and Mn

20y →

18'3" - Total Depth

N70W. 26'N. - 31 mi. of red buff - 3/6 mi. area E
St. Tir - for - 4 p. more. bound for buckhill

N14W. 9'E. - pit beyond last
0.9 - iron color and red
0.6 - thin oxide - L
0.74 - N42E, 20 NW - Knox dol (11/4/39)
39
1.21 turn L - stream shallow
1.33 Knox N45E 17 NW
1.40 " N58E 12 NW - dry or partly dry
1.45 " N76E 9 S
1.85 turn around - half Ed - Maya
1.51 Knox N40E 12 SE
(1.81 turn L to swing)

View looking NE

80' - open - silted 2100' - open 10x6'
stream 3' wide - 0 - 6" deep
main 400' west and stream (open)
crane puddle + some mud
2' on 3' west and stream (open)
the uranium went cord
contains 2' more at least 12'
man & crowd in area - could
also pass dry (moody) passage
next to stream
25 NW 0.5 Section W - began survey there
north - Salem OR with black chalk

Feb. 19 81 X took 4 1 32

.70 - just below hom - turn round

Feb. 19 81 X took 4 1 32

.70 - just below hom - turn round

Feb. 19 81 X took 4 1 32

.70 - just below hom - turn round

Feb. 19 81 X took 4 1 32

.70 - just below hom - turn round

Feb. 19 81 X took 4 1 32

.70 - just below hom - turn round

Feb. 19 81 X took 4 1 32

.70 - just below hom - turn round

Feb. 19 81 X took 4 1 32

.70 - just below hom - turn round

Feb. 19 81 X took 4 1 32

.70 - just below hom - turn round
Aug. 11 - Mon.

Marked boundary NW as pt SE Q Einemuld
0.18" from R - on paper
28
205.5, 732.5, 850.5, 905.5
350.5, 360.5 (very few) This may be here -
attitude present

keep N to E and B to N.
0.27 WSE, WSE - knock off to where
28 - SE May find above at on truck
60
80 in Jan
1.08 round

362.7, major minus 564.19 high road
= Ed. - major from 150' ± in. only
from truck - N 50'E 53.5° - 96.0' ± 42
N60E 30°30' — Muc. wooded below

N60E 36°30' — Muc. 1.R. 71

N63E 64°58' — Rock. m. R. -1. R. 16.1

N63E 45°58' — Stone R. -2. Mile 0.3

CE 10.15:11:15 in W. M. Maj. Rd -

10. 36.16. L

11. — —

12. — — —

36. " — — — — —

Muc. — grey N55E 88°52' - 5. Mile

Muc. pump house on crack

(Maiden's Valley estate)

11. Up to Grove — top of Muc. line on end of ridge - 3.36 left.

Muc. grey pump = N65E 35°58'

N55E 34°10' = 5. R. 3.19 mi from Rd

N61E 52°58' = 5. Mile 0.9 ± — — —

Take west line ending — NE (from pt. to NE)

0.21. R. 10. N70E 18.6°
Day 12

Tons

Vincent's string of mine
50 - 1st half level
10 - 2nd
65 - 3rd

Both purplish - I may come 1200 shaft when option on

1580, doubtful & dirty
5000 done on graining
300 checked - 1 arrow, skillful

Red 1TR for 17%; hit 1VE & 1SM on.
2.5 VE 9.5 ND - flash with 2 holes.
1.25 1NVE, 4.5 SE

#5 WAE, 2.0 NVE

NOTES - the foresaid projected 2 SE would stick
albeit not Manual defects may and
failing to the deglazing of the θ' of a concentration 2

50 shafts - in area the ground about more
about the wood solace with earth & ash
while shelf filled & retreats (1 arrow 44)
-solace that few charge among
1.000 ft. run southwest, 4.52 - north shelf
1200 ft. shorter 34 "shin fency"
206

more gently NE 50W of hom regularly
higher. Chis. gr. and str. flat

notionally, a considerable ridge

hill now here. The south slope cinderly in

Eden Mountain = NE 80W 800. 70 SE = 7.5

some 100 in. in density, contains normal

fumarole. health, convulsions (flora down;

healthy spot) dating, cremation, stream, etc.

This evidently dips under entire here.

207

N 50W = hom - vague old - ski-trail lower

(Crowed Platts')

N 60W 70N = almost gage head may

and 1000 feet. old gat here - formerly.

N 60E 70SE = on top of whole +

under same Knay

Aug, 13 - Knay

Geyser Hills = Sweet Spring. Old - hot 71.7. Now NE 71.7 - NW 4.2 NESW 20.2 SE + angle 105° 6-2 - process

N 60E 22.5° N. - 100 ft. now

7.1 inches. + 2 - turn + sat 0.5

202° x ey

11. Table

-0.2 + 0.2 - 0.2 - 0.2 - 0.2 - 0.1

Weehawken = New Jersey. Then

mount the same antlers - 1/2 way

Up next NESW 23NE
Aug 14 -打响. 降水不足
- 23.5 ac
- 800 ft. tunnel
- Paul A. Westfield
- 2725° (10:00 a.m.)

39-44 ft. mean
- 25 ft. depth (pore, worked)
- South end, etc.

#4 (X79W, X79E) - 2755° (N 00°)

N E 30° SE - at end - clay

No, clay - green, black, wetter, chef - evidence of mm - clay may

sketch.

No sure if green been in
place last, then in a dump of
good quality, or near surface.

Also to come for picket on

#4
# 3 - 2805 (11-50)

- m w N 25 W - due W of #4
- start 600'

(No 2 - careless - just beyond 50') - Damn level

100'

- at 300' just beyond #2
- one stopping sheet and stop - come back with Mr. Film - close
- 2nd place - record - comes
- This was 172 shoot
- was cleaned with Mr.
- stopped 18/ton Mixture
- Mr. Co. Enameled - sheet 3 - 4 year ago - all 3 other tracts (sand - bullets) were turned [F] - contact to plan of
- 1st place - smooth sheet metal
- the 2nd sheet - some breast

chr. 2830 - 12/13

- 2990 (325) - Off
28.35' (12.35')

Start in NW 35th
Old drawing near
Comp. 8 tented - clerks - (salute chart) - did change her name on
New copy - Real estate
Aug 15 - Fri

To Richard: 2250 23rd St NW 1st floor

2250 - Rick will call in 10 mins.

2300 - 4 p.m. George left - stop. New tenants - are probably Bugsy & Mrs. Manly - in second floor now. They are very nice.

2810 - yellow pc. and at 8 a.m. first suggests E-M of level to this level.

2930 - NYSE 92 SE. Church - various churches.

3100 - 4 p.m. - meeting but no meeting in 300 block.

2050 - 9 p.m. NYSE closes - market retreated as planned. Hope this stock does not get any worse.

2145 - 10:30 - Look around your room. Good job. Look through the window areas.

3045 (11:00) - NYSE closes. George checks on stock. We had two phones.

50
good rest Clinton Hotel, ancient base by
means of gulf on Clinton
2905/l/29 1/4 A. S. 1/2 S. 3/4 W. and
winter N. 33° 27' 17.5" head E. - Cloud
first good (April) - April?

2742.4.4'" in C. On Park - coal west
hills
Miss. - say N 33° 57' 1' - 51 31' 3" n. 0
check on 2315' (12:10)

2315' (2:31) above A. B. Jackson house
fools - Mr. in chat - see close to St. Clair
Furnace
- N. 23° 9' 36.5" 0' 30"
Jackson house - 160 yd. above
Jackson house = 30 p. beyond
(change)
7 1/2 - keep in check - attitude remains
1841 - Jackson house - cross cros 2315'
(2:50)

Aug 18 - Mr
 Came 9 1/2 mi. 2 Au. 35' and Grand Canal
1898' (V 33') Avon 258E
1950' (8:30) 8 1/2' Dan on section -
Gentry Pitt's 9. 35° 25' Avon N 35° 20'S -
2700 [330] NSE, SSE - Ma - sned at 8TH
2700 [330] NSE, SSE - 8PR in 8TH E 8, 10 e 15

N255.20 NW, NE - 3.5 - 2nd half

(late front form)

S22.80 N, NE - 2nd half, second, fourth

From SSE, SSE - 64 feet, mill pond
content wall 81 X 82 of bowers. 15 =
other mill pond - N255.4738

N255.13 NW, SLR of paper - 165 E - home
155 mill pond + N31E of home off
not, beyond - eighth - tenth - others

To ad face of Carl - with writer - from NE
0.65 from Bowes Valley
70 - 96.77 S
90 - Ton on lick 20' after ad

1.09 Alan E. Brown - have him
64 acres around home for single - 15
main right - east of 300 acres

Aug. 20 - Wath.

Evan H. 101.00 off trade 1899 (Aug)
350 in 8TH E - 10.5 - 8TH E - 88.50
there 10E, 5E - 8TH E - may 1st
- 1899
2835'E (90') - 0.3 mi. of farm land. Grandma and Clinton feed only. Clinton run.

26.50 (9.0) - Laid 6.0 - only feeds etc.

Laid - 16 times each etc.

Farmer - 16 etc.

Type: Kansas chisel. 1.5 ft. 1.0 ft.

Norte 3.5E Sr. Run or half of sq. yard .75 + 10.00 to 9.25 (19.25) Corn Sel?

2681' (205) 1/2. Hill on N. NE - N. Corn Sel. 8.9. A mid 2.4/2.6 of grade.

Note 135.5 - Peter boy 3.0 ft. 3.0 ft. corn bel

 note.

[Measurements and notes]

1 ft. 6.1 ft. From boy 3.0 ft. 3.0 ft. corn bel.
gray object = unoccupied
for possible climb - due on N
directly selected - N30E, 45SE (as
45SSE, 35SE)
Note that no real climb down hill
from and on S and going to - calm
that can reach to - of agar
should control caution suggested climb
rather than climb - detached

Cliff 13,344 ft.

Flew over cliff N 120 left 800’ 
about 1 km.

Top of cliff #1 S 51’ in a full

To climate the Humphrey and 123177
after climb away in a series of
fled on top.

N30E 27SE average 125’ height
N32E 25 NW - Over land 50’ before
Aug 21 - 7:41 h

N 54° E 47° 0'.45 m.

Dbs n. Pott. 0.50 m.

upstream from pt. 81 m.

from the left bank.

NS 30° E 38° S - Dbs n. Pott a 1.7 m.

from left up to Humphrey - down stream 100 m.

folded.

N 32° E 74° S - Dbs n. Pott - 4 m.

marked with black lead.

Aug 21 - Humper

N 54° E 47° 0.50 m.

upstream from pt. 81 m.

from Humphrey.

NS 30° E 38° S - Dbs n. Pott a 1.7 m.

from left up to Humphrey - down stream 100 m.

folded.

N 32° E 74° S - Dbs n. Pott - 4 m.

marked with black lead.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.7 WsE</th>
<th>20% in-creek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5 WsE</td>
<td>25% in-creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 WsE</td>
<td>25% in-creek</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- WsE 3-2SE | + = -10% yield from cement
- 1.50 lb/yr
- 1.50 WsE/mL
- 1.5% of cement does not encourage in-creek
- 1.0 WsE 2.5% of cement does not encourage 100% in-creek
- 2.5% of cement to F. Dark, Delta Co. NsE 2.5% WsE

N3E 27 NWL - Ten - on 175' SE of line
NW Y main compound shown. NsE E
St. in Black Brook - from E 35' from

- worked down to 6 ml. 26% NsE E
(10 min. red)

R. =

\[ \begin{array}{c}
35^\circ \text{C} \\
36
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{36 - Upper grade from corn}
\text{37 - Corn} + \text{wet}
\text{55 - Drilling, N3E salt pl. - Moss Mt. & Bridge}
\text{39 -}
\text{-} \quad \text{pl.}
\text{40 -}
\end{array} \]
Note: 2045 (3PM) at 16 Mill and Meyer Rd
up to cowl along to NN
over t. 120. 1st note - 1200. 2nd note - 1200. 3rd note - 70
entrance 2040 (332). Time required in these
areas was much with little distance - thru main.
A problem (requiring) other filler material.
In all very abundant in deposit.

2A3

Ours p't of cowl
dump dam

-2045

Here timber dam
-2045

- in cowl of Sun - 2045 (4/29) - no much
along north side - There amount of
water 1st to reach Clifton? - not

59
214  Min. wet quartz = fired for fritting purpose

Clay = gray quartz - 2.795 (418)
W. of E. 2 + 1.4 E of gom high.
Clay? form from alum quartz.
2.355 (750) bent gray charcoal dolomite.
(about 327 lbs. of body)
1/5 mi. SW of Coa
- same as 2.256 (520) - up 20' in 2 hours

Aug 22 - 20.

Wm. and Tom went 3 mi. from Clarity Park
- went down 311 & 391.
- Clay E. about back & 550 down 100'.
- went up to upper 712, B3 47 t. vessel 6.37 off side.
- saw a large piece of clay near a.

N 10 E 855

.85  W 17 E 3046
.91  W 17 E 3046
.39  W 17 E 3046
.39  W 17 E 3046
.51  N 5.400 - pulled order
.63  could not transfixed

N 10 E 4250

.62  N 10 E 4250 - dump E of the furnace.
.57  N 10 E 4250 - chance on hill.
.49  N 10 E 4250 - saw wood in one.
.92  N 10 E 4250 - saw wood in two.
.57  N 10 E 4250 - saw wood in three.
.49  N 10 E 4250 - saw wood in four.
.92  N 10 E 4250 - saw wood in five.
.57  N 10 E 4250 - saw wood in six.